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Chapter 1211 Go Claim Your Lady! 

Neve's words brought Constance back to her senses. She wiped away her tears and realized that it was 

not the time to cry. She needed to find a way to minimize the damage. 

Constance reopened her phone and stared at Selena's graduation certificate. Suddenly, she noticed 

something was wrong. 

"This seal..." Constance's eyes widened. "It's fake!" 

Neve was shocked. "What did you say?!" 

Constance carefully examined the red seal and confirmed that she was not mistaken. Suddenly, she was 

no longer despondent. She gritted her teeth and sneered, "This is not the seal of Lab 717. It's a forgery!" 

Lab 717 was considered sacred in the eyes of ordinary people. Constance had shown off her acceptance 

letter to the laboratory countless times. Therefore, she was very familiar with the seal of the laboratory. 

The seal on Selena's graduation certificate was obviously fake, with even the most basic handwriting 

being different. 

Neve, however, was traumatized by the revelation and doubted, "It's unlikely, right? Even if Selena is 

bold and reckless, she shouldn't lie about something like this... Otherwise, wouldn't she be exposed 

immediately by Lab 717?" 

But Constance's jealousy had clouded her judgment. She was not open to persuasion. With a cold 

expression on her face, she stood up, walked to the table, and took out her own acceptance letter. 

"What can't Selena do to clear her name?" Constance sneered. "I want to see how she can explain this 

big lie!" 

Constance took a comparison photo and uploaded it to her account for everyone to see. 

you criticize me, take a look at these two seals!" Constance wrote. "In order to avoid punishment, 

Selena shamelessly pretended to be a member of our Lab 717 and deceived everyone. Miss Turner, have 

you no moral bottom 

posting, Constance stared at the screen, waiting for the scene of Selena being condemned by 

... 

moment, the people on Weibo who were crazily praising Selena were stunned by 

with this Miss Turner? Is she going crazy from being 

with bit of brain knows that Selena couldn't possibly lie about something like this. Is everyone in Lab 

say that. These two seals are indeed different! As we all know, Constance is a member of Lab 717, and 

her admission letter must be genuine. But Selena's, isn't it 



a student of Hogwarts, I can tell you with certainty that the seal on Selena's diploma is not the official 

seal of 

a while, those who had seen the official seal of Lab 717 began to argue with the young girls who 

supported Selena, unable to determine 

the midst of the confusion, everyone began frantically tagging the official website of Lab 

... 

Inside the Capital University laboratory, Black Crow looked at Constance, who had once again come out 

to cause trouble, with veins bulging on his forehead. 

"So annoying!" Black Crow dialed a number with a murderous expression on his face. 

The call was answered almost immediately, accompanied by excited shouting, "Doctor!" 

Black Crow said coldly, "Go to the website and claim your lady!" 

Then he hung up the phone. 

... 

At this moment, inside Lab 717, a young man looked at his phone, which had just been hung up, with a 

bewildered expression. 

Go claim their lady? 

Had something happened to their lady? 

The young man's heart sank, and he quickly opened the website he had never seen before, only to be 

overwhelmed by a flood of information. 

When he finally figured out what had happened, he had a look of despair on his face. 

"Teacher!" 

young man rushed into the room and burst through the 

group of bigwigs were studying experimental data, and they were caught off guard by the interruption. 

All of their faces turned 

this isn't a matter of life and death, you're done 

at his teacher's face, which was clearly very refined but now appeared somewhat ferocious, and 

swallowed hard. "Teacher, our lady has been beaten into jail 

atmosphere in the room suddenly 

Everyone's gaze turned towards him. 

stalled for a moment as he raised his hand to adjust his glasses and stared at Olivier. "What did you just 

say? Say 



hugged himself tightly and whispered, "It's your girl... she was beaten and thrown into prison, waiting 

for you to claim 

narrowed his eyes slightly and asked in a calm but intimidating voice, "Who did 

deadly gazes of a group of bigwigs, Olivier swallowed nervously and spoke even softer, "It's... 

Chapter 1212 That's a Divine Being! 

So, despite the public uproar, no one so far has dared to link Selena with the owner of the "Sacred 

Pearl." 

Olivier gave her a strange look and vaguely responded, "She is indeed one of the graduates of the 

laboratory." 

The girl gasped, "That's amazing!" 

As members of Lab 717, they knew better than anyone how difficult it was to graduate from there. 

Especially when the other person graduated from Lab 717 at the age of fifteen, is she even human?! 

Olivier took pity on the girl and patted her head, "Don't compare yourself to her, she's not even 

human!" 

The girl looked up at him in admiration and said, "Of course I know she's not human. Graduating 

perfectly from the laboratory at the age of fifteen is something only a divine being can do! So, what kind 

of divine she is?" 

Olivier sighed and looked out the window, reminiscing for a moment before whispering, "A very, very 

abnormal divine being." 

Seeing the girl's confused yet admiring expression, Olivier continued, "You don't understand. To people 

like me, in your eyes, I'm already a very talented genius, right?" 

The girl nodded frantically. 

Olivier was indeed a remarkable genius! He became a doctor at Hogwarts at the age of fifteen and was 

admitted to Lab 717 in the same year. He was a well-known super genius at Hogwarts. 

yet, such a genius had not successfully obtained the laboratory's graduation certificate for so many 

be seen how difficult it was to graduate from 

at the age of fifteen, graduated perfectly from here, the comparison... was just too 

saw Olivier's bitter expression and patted his shoulder to 

let out a sigh, "But at least I'm still human, whereas that divine being could have been removed from the 

ranks of 'humans' long 

the average person, physics and mathematics are not things that humans can learn, but to that divine 

being, these things are as simple as 



matter how complicated the theoretical formula is, she can solve it with just a glance, like an innate 

instinct, while we have to spend countless time and effort to calculate and 

a similar problem, we need to spend several years to verify it, while she only needs a 

came to the laboratory, all the geniuses in the laboratory are only worthy of being called 

717, almost everyone can be called 

all stood out among billions of people and made it into this place because they all went through 

But Selena's existence is like a huge mountain pressing down on them, preventing them from shining. 

The most hateful thing is that she not only has genius-level talent but also has no sign of any "genius 

disease," and she is just a normal girl who happens to be extremely beautiful. 

During the few months that Selena was in Lab 717, she successfully made all the geniuses who used to 

envy her treat her like a treasure. 

For the members of Lab 717, Selena is like a sweet nightmare that makes them both hate and adore her. 

Olivier remembered her pale and delicate face and could only sigh, "If she didn't plan to make a name 

for herself in the physics world, we wouldn't even matter in the physics world." 

The girl was originally deeply engrossed in listening to the stories about her idol, but when she heard 

the last sentence, she instantly became uneasy, "Senior sister isn't planning to study physics?!" 

Such a amazing talent, not studying physics, would be a waste of talent! 

Olivier waved his hand, "You don't understand..." 

A girl with such a great demeanor was destined not to stay in the physics world. 

If it weren't for there being no other way, how could Bruno let go of such an outstanding talent with 

his personality?! 

The girl smartly changed the subject when she saw Olivier's gloomy expression, "Since she is the 

member of our 717, how could Constance dare to openly beat her?" She even sent the person to prison, 

accusing her of leaking secrets, and forced her to reveal her identity... 

From the expressions of the deans just now, Constance had made a big mistake this time. 

and picked up a list, slashing Constance's name on it 

looked at this action and exclaimed, "What are you 

is the roster of the members of Lab 717, and by striking out Constance's name from the top, the 

implications are already 

put the name list aside and touched the girl's head, "Be good, remember, you can provoke anyone, but 

never provoke Selena, otherwise no one can 

... 



not wake up till it was one hour 

meantime, many people came outside and tried to persuade Selena to leave, but they were all rejected 

in Zone Two were not as brainless 

a fact that Selena had outstanding research abilities, and since the other party dared to make this 

matter public, it meant that she was definitely telling 

they had offended Selena too much before, if something else happened now, there would be no room 

the high-level officials in Zone Two had already ordered that no rumors from outside were allowed to 

reach Selena's ears, and no one was allowed to 

Chapter 1213 Gathering of Experts 

Upon hearing Selena's words, the people present instantly understood what she meant. 

Apart from the certificate being fake, everything else was real. 

If it weren't for Constance making a big deal out of it, there wouldn't even be a fake certificate in the 

first place. 

Thinking back to Constance's blatant accusations against Selena on Weibo, the people in Zone Two 

couldn't help but feel that the previously excellent and perfect Baxter family's young miss looked rather 

unsightly. 

After Constance posted her Weibo questioning Selena, she couldn't stop refreshing the comments 

section. 

When she saw that many people were testifying that Selena's graduation certificate was fake, she 

couldn't help but smile. 

She was about to call her senior brother and ask 717 to expose Selena's lie when she saw a comment 

suddenly pop up in her comment section. 

Bruno: You despicable and shameless scum, get out of the laboratory! 

When Constance saw the unusually eye-catching ID name, her face suddenly stiffened. Neve, who was 

standing beside her, trembled, "The... the principal?!" 

"It's impossible! Someone must be impersonating him!" Constance's voice became sharp due to fear. 

She was about to speak and question the person when several more comments suddenly appeared 

below. 

Poly Jones @ Constance: I don't have a student as morally bankrupt as you. From today on, you don't 

have to come back! 

Release the members of Lab 717 immediately. Otherwise, we don't mind going to your country in 

person to discuss with you and the researchers at 

Hunt @ Selena: My darling, we're looking forward to your 



saw those familiar names one by one, her face suddenly turned deathly pale. Her eyes went black, and 

even the seams of her bones exuded a chill at 

was even more stunned, "Vice principal, Academician Heine, Professor 

looked at the comments calling Selena "darling" and insulting her, and she couldn't bear the sudden 

blow and discrepancy. She fell backward and fainted on the 

moment, the entire network went crazy as it saw these ID names 

my god!!! I'm going crazy! Bruno! The principal of Hogwarts! The world's top 

I see? Marquess Heine?! The Marquess is a physics genius, and most importantly, he's 

gosh, it's Professor Hunt! She's the top mathematician in our H 

lifetime, I never thought I would see so many top scientific researchers gathering on Weibo. My life is 

called Selena darling!!! I'm going crazy, I'm 

At this moment, no one paid any attention to Constance. 

Ever since these scientific elites appeared on Weibo and openly supported Selena, Constance was 

destined to be humiliated on the spot. 

... 

In the prison, Leia was talking to Selena, suddenly she heard some hurried footsteps outside the door. 

Leia turned around and saw General Jonathan and a group of people walking towards them with a 

serious expression on his face. "Miss Turner, you have woken up," he said in a rare gentle tone. 

Selena propped her chin up listlessly and her gaze swept past Blake and Esmee, who had an unpleasant 

expression on their faces, as they followed behind Jonathan. She smiled without much warmth and said, 

"General, why do you have the time to bring so many people to visit a prisoner like me?" 

Jonathan's face twitched slightly. "It was all a misunderstanding before. I personally brought them here 

to apologize to you, Miss Turner," he said sternly. 

After Jonathan finished speaking, he looked at the Baxter siblings behind him with a cold gaze. 

Blake's face was stiff, and under the disapproving stares of the people in Zone Two, he mustered up the 

courage to step forward and bow to Selena. "I'm sorry, Miss Turner. I didn't investigate the truth and 

wronged you," he said. 

Selena looked at him with a cold smile and said nothing. 

The atmosphere was dead silent. 

Selena didn't speak, no one else dared to speak 

coldly. "That woman behind you almost killed Lady Selena. Now she's still giving us that look on her face. 

What does that mean?" she 



people in Zone Two immediately cast their unfriendly gazes 

it weren't for the fact that the Baxter family had gone too far, why would the situation have escalated to 

this point? Refusing to back down now was 

the sharp stares of the crowd, Esmee's face stiffened, and she was about to deny the accusation when 

Jonathan roared, "Enough! Esmee, you acted on your own without orders, you shot someone with a 

gun, disturbed the peace, and showed no 

disobeying orders, going against them behind the scenes, if that's the case, don't bother wearing that 

outfit anymore. After apologizing to Miss Turner, get out of here 

Esmee's face changed suddenly, "General--" 

turned cold, "Which of these charges is 

was surveillance at the entrance of Capital University, and the surveillance footage from that evening 

had already been personally delivered to Jonathan's office by the Capital University president. Esmee 

had no defense against these 

her humiliation and lowered her head, "I'm sorry, Miss Turner, it was my fault. Please forgive me and 

don't take it to 

elegantly crossed her legs and looked at the Baxter siblings. One of them had pointed a gun at her 

before, and the other had wanted to handcuff her. "General, if you want to reprimand your 

subordinates, it's best to go back to your office. This place is too small to accommodate so 

Chapter 1214 Missing Husband 

The Baxter siblings had taken a few steps when they suddenly stopped in their tracks. Blake didn't look 

back, but his steps quickened as he walked away. Esmee, on the other hand, turned her head and gave 

Selena a resentful glare before quickly walking away. 

Selena watched the group leave and then smiled as she turned to ask Leia, "Does the Baxter family have 

a grudge against the Turner family? Otherwise, how could they offend me so completely?" 

Leia pursed her lips and said, "They are Constance's aunt and uncle, so naturally, they are on her side. 

Also, Blake and Commander Turner had a falling out when they were young, and they say their enmity 

runs deep." 

Selena raised her eyebrows. It was not surprising. The Turner family had been off the capital stage for 

nearly twenty years, and Oscar's sudden return had certainly upset some people. These people were 

doing everything they could to get rid of him, especially Selena. Her brilliance was too dazzling, and if 

she were eliminated, it would be equivalent to cutting off the Turner family's chances of returning to the 

research institute. 

Selena had no intention of getting involved with Zone Six, so she didn't care about these conspiracies. 

When things quieted down, Selena couldn't help but miss Osvaldo. She had planned everything so well. 

The people at the research institute had offended her time and time again, and she had no intention of 

leaving after Osvaldo returned. 



If she didn't skin the people at the research institute this time, she would write her name backwards! 

... 

appearance of many bigwigs on Weibo shook the various prestigious families in the capital. No one had 

expected that the Turner family's daughter would have such a huge and deep background as 717. For a 

moment, they didn't know whether to be grateful for not killing her before or regretful for not 

the research institute, a storm was brewing. Since the moment Selena was sent to prison, there had 

been a trend of division within the research institute. After all, Selena's mechanical abilities were 

evident to everyone inside the institute. It was a fact that Constance couldn't match her 

have witnessed the huge gap between Constance and Selena do not believe that Selena would leak 

confidential information from the research institute. After all, would a person with a broad mind and 

great ambition stoop so low as to frame 

higher-ups at the research institute did not listen to the scientists' pleas and instead helped Constance 

send Selena to prison. This action thoroughly angered those who genuinely enjoyed scientific research. 

Several academicians even slammed their tables and left the institute on the spot. After the exposure of 

Selena 717's laboratory members' identities, another group of people left as well. Within a short day, 

half of the institute's pillars were gone. This was already a severe loss, and at this time, a group of big 

shots from Lab 717 openly supported Selena on Weibo, once again making headlines within the 

immediately ruined the institute's reputation entirely. Henry and the other executives could not handle 

the pressure and called Diego, who was far away overseas. Constance was Diego's granddaughter, and 

strictly speaking, she caused this disaster. They then received the news that he was returning to 

meeting room, Henry announced this news publicly. "Diego's return... what can 

is that Constance cannot compare to Selena. Bruno's public criticism of Constance's actions on Weibo 

has already made this clear. Constance is now entirely expelled from Lab 717. From now on, she not 

only has no more halo, but also will become 

waved his hand wearily, "Diego's status is special. The Turner family may not give consideration to 

others, but when it comes 

did not finish his sentence and just looked up at the many executives belonging to the 

Despite extreme dissatisfaction, the Poole family has implicitly accepted that they cannot oppose Selena 

anymore due to Christ's attitude towards her. After all, without control of the research institute, they 

would also lose the inspection institute. 

Even if Christ were to squander his wealth for a woman, he would not be able to regain control as 

Dexter is no longer in power. 

But the Shaw family has no choice. 

They either have to expel Selena from the research institute or be expelled themselves. They have no 

other option. 



From the current situation, it seems that the Turner family's strong rise cannot be stopped anymore, 

while the Shaw family... is probably running out of tricks. 

It remains to be seen whether the young master of the Shaw family can come up with a way to 

completely bring down the Miss of the Turner family. 

Constance didn't faint for long and soon woke up. She lay on the bed, holding her head and covering her 

eyes which were red and swollen. She dared not look at the bloody attacks against her on the internet. 

Just an hour ago, she was the most outstanding physics genius in the H country, admired and revered by 

countless people. But in just a short period of time, she had fallen to the point where everyone wanted 

to kill her. 

words of Bruno and others who openly insulted her kept ringing in Constance's 

Bruno called her filthy and shameless. 

her teacher accused her of having a 

knew that with these two sentences spoken, she could never lift her head 

couldn't control herself and burst into 

stood by the bed, watching her cry, looking as white as a ghost. "Constance, it's not time to cry now. We 

have to find a way to prevent the other side from finding out the truth," otherwise, she would be 

was her who did this, not 

at most suffer from a ruined reputation, but Neve herself would face the risk 

this moment, Constance was in danger and Neve couldn't care 

Chapter 1215 Who is that? 

Not long after Jonathan and his men left, the research institute's personnel arrived. 

Even if they were not willing deep down, under such great pressure, they had to go, even if it was just 

for show. 

Moreover, if Selena did not show up for a day, the research institute would be criticized by others. 

If the people from 717 really came to the capital to settle accounts with them, their old faces would be 

useless. 

Henry looked at the girl sitting in the chair, flipping through the book with boredom, and sighed deeply. 

Even in the dark and oppressive environment of the prison, the girl was still elegant and beautiful. Just 

looking at her appearance, no one would believe that those slender hands could stir up capital. 

Ignoring Leia's unfriendly gaze, Henry stepped forward to Selena and bent down, "Miss Turner, we were 

wrong this time." 

"The position of the head of the research department will belong to you alone from now on, and no one 

can shake it. Please come back with us." 



This attitude was not considered to be low. 

Selena put the book in her hand aside and raised an eyebrow, looking at the group of people in front of 

her. 

entered the research institute, these people had been extremely hostile to her and had tried to expel 

her and convict 

this moment, Selena smiled and asked, "Mr. Matthews, what right and ability do you have to come and 

ask me 

faces of Henry and his colleagues all turned 

true strength and value were revealed, they were destined to be inferior to 

Selena had said before, it was their honor that she was willing to join the research institute. 

Unfortunately, they had repeatedly provoked her and made her 

the pale and frightened faces of the group of people, her smile even wider, "Are the conditions offered 

by M country not tempting enough? Or are the Turner family and the Anderson family short of money 

and unable to build a new research institute 

group of people were shocked by Selena's words and their faces turned even 

was one of the reasons why they had to come and ask Selena for 

really went to M country because of this, they would definitely become the sinners in the history of 

research in H 

age, after climbing to this position, no one wanted to ruin their 

Selena looked coldly at the group of elderly men who could all be her grandfathers, "If this research 

institute that you shamelessly occupied did not belong to the Turner family, what qualifications do you 

have to be so arrogant in front of me for so long?" 

Even though they were prepared to be bullied by Selena before coming here, they still couldn't help 

turning purple with anger when they heard her words. 

However, they were in the wrong and could not find any words to refute her. 

Selena gave them a cold glance, picked up the book again, and said lightly, "Leia, I don't want to 

see them again!" 

Leia snorted coldly, "Madam Selena wants to rest now, please leave immediately!" 

If it weren't for the fact that these people were too old and their bones weren't in good condition, she 

would have directly thrown them out one by one. 

"Miss Turner, everything is our fault. Other scholars at the academy sincerely admire you!" Henry said 

solemnly. "Most of the scholars in the research department resigned in anger because you 

were imprisoned!" 



"You can blame us, but please don't disregard the country's scientific research because of a 

momentary impulse!" 

Selena didn't lift her head, but her voice was cold. "Mr. Matthews, your words sound so nice, but 

unfortunately, you probably forgot that I had already proved to all of you that I am a hundred times 

stronger than Constance." 

If he really had the righteousness he claimed, why would he help Constance after she showed her true 

strength, and not leave her to die? 

Henry's heart sank and his face turned pale as he dared not anger Selena with his words. He left with the 

high-level officials of the research institute in embarrassment. 

... 

evening, a recording suddenly appeared on the official website of 717, which pushed the event to 

am Constance's assistant, Neve. Constance has suffered a great humiliation and is crying her heart out. I 

can only 

"What's wrong with my junior sister?" 

to her motherland with the research results given to her by the vice dean to help her country, but she 

was manipulated by a woman who not only took away her position as the head of the research 

department, but also bullied her at every turn! Now there is almost no place for Constance in the H 

Country Research 

has the audacity to bully our 717 

only bullied Constance at every turn but also openly looked down upon our 717, saying that everyone in 

717 is just a group of useless people, and no one is as good as 

me her name, I want to see who dares to be 

name is Selena Riddle, she is vicious and domineering, and she uses her family background to exclude 

and bully Constance everywhere. Constance is under a lot of pressure now and has not been able to 

sleep for several nights. Reggie, please help her! Of course, I won't ask you to help her for nothing. I can 

tell you one thing. With it, you can go to the dean and "that person" to take credit. With this credit, I 

believe you will be able to graduate directly 

... 

Chapter 1216 Get Rid of Her 

[I am curious too. It seems like "that person" has a higher status than President Bruno?!] 

[Shh! Hurry up and delete your comments. "that person" is not someone we can discuss.] 

[Yes, let's just skip it and remember to show respect. Then we can discuss Selena, who is so amazing...] 

... 

In Constance's villa, she had just hung up the phone when someone knocked on the door. 



Perhaps because she was guilty, both she and Neve were on edge, prepared for any unexpected moves. 

The doorbell kept ringing outside, and Constance took a deep breath, barely managing to control her 

emotions. She tidied up her appearance before walking over to open the door. 

Neve, also on edge, stood nervously behind her. But when she saw the group of people walk in, her face 

suddenly turned ugly. 

Constance, barely managing to control her emotions, put on the demeanor of a noblewoman and asked, 

"What are you all doing here?" 

The leader of the group fixed his gaze on Constance for a moment before waving his hand and saying, 

"Take her away!" 

two men standing behind him immediately moved forward to 

in fear and struggled, tears streaming down her face as she looked at Constance. "Constance, save me, 

to control her trembling body and spoke in a cold voice, "What are you doing? What has my assistant 

done? You didn't even ask anything and just came to 

of the group gave Constance a deep look and said, "She intentionally attempted to murder an mechanic 

in H Country. The evidence is conclusive, and we have been ordered to take her back to Zone Six 

face suddenly changed. "My assistant wouldn't do such a thing! Where's 

seemed to smile, with a hint of sarcasm in his eyes. He took out his phone, went to the 717 official 

website, and played the 

listening to the recording, both Neve and Constance looked ashen in an instant. Constance staggered 

back two steps and sat heavily on the sofa, looking at Neve in disbelief. "How could it be you?" Her face 

was full of disappointment and heartache. "How could you do such a thing behind my 

stunned by Constance's shocked 

knew what she had done, so why would she say such things? But then Neve realized that Constance was 

trying to 

identity was so precious, and the situation was so big that the charges against her would not be 

Once implicated, Constance would definitely go to jail. 

And Constance didn't want to go to jail, so she pushed all the responsibility onto Neve. After all, no 

matter how it was investigated, it was indeed something she had done. Besides being bad at judging 

people, Constance's hands were still clean. 

Neve figured everything out and her face turned fierce in an instant. "Constance! This thing was clearly 

instigated by you!" she said. "If you hadn't cried to me about how Selena was bullying you and taking 

away the man you liked, and if you hadn't wanted to take credit for the existence of the 'Sacred Pearl' 

and not bear the name of selling out the country... how could I have framed her? It's all you, you're the 

culprit!" 



Constance looked at her with red eyes, her eyes full of pain. "I know everything you did was for my own 

good, but you shouldn't have used such despicable means to frame Miss Turner," she said, covering her 

face and crying hoarsely. "Now not only you, but I have also been kicked out of the lab by the teachers 

because of you... I've been good to you, how could you do this to me?!" 

Neve suddenly widened her eyes, as if she was meeting Constance for the first time. 

The Zone Six people who had come to arrest Neve also stared at Constance with a strange look. 

No matter how Constance tried to clear her name, her previous actions on Weibo of attacking Selena 

publicly would make it hard for people to believe she was innocent. But they had no evidence, so they 

couldn't do anything to Constance. They could only take Neve back and try to get information from her. 

Neve was handcuffed and crying as she walked away, staring at Constance with resentful eyes. 

"Constance, you vain and wicked woman, you'll never be as good as Selena!" she cursed. "You're 

destined to be crushed under Selena's feet for the rest of your life!" 

Constance trembled with anger, but her face still showed a disappointed and heartbroken expression. It 

was not until Neve's curse was no longer audible that Constance regained her expressionless look. 

She wiped away the tears on her face and her eyes were full of coldness. 

she did not completely overthrow Selena this time, as long as Dante was there, she would never lose! 

And she could quickly get back everything she had lost 

... 

found out what had 

she heard that only Neve had been caught and Selena showed no surprise on her face, she continued to 

flip through her book with a calm 

Leia who couldn't contain 

spoke with a murderous look on her face, "They should have arrested that woman too, and preferably 

put her in prison for the rest of her life. Let's see if she dares to misbehave 

most important was that Constance had lost the prestige of Lab 717 and would definitely go to Dante for 

in a special situation, Osvaldo could punish anyone, but he could not punish 

since Dante's illness was linked to Constance, Selena would have to swallow her pride and put up with it 

when the time 

the reason why Constance was so 

Chapter 1217 She won’t come out tonight 

The entire day had passed and so many people had tried to persuade her, but the Turner family's young 

lady still didn't budge. 

The executives from Zone Two had already publicly announced that they would release Miss Turner 

without charge, but she remained inside. What could they do? 



If Selena didn't come out of prison for another day, the Research Institute and everyone who had 

detained her would be cursed and criticized by others. And most importantly, if they were to attract the 

group of world-class scientists from Lab 717... the consequences were simply unimaginable! 

It can be said that everyone in the Research Institute and Zone Two were anxious and desperate, trying 

every possible means to get Selena released from prison. 

When Selena heard their anxious voices, she smiled, "No need. It's getting dark, it's time to sleep." 

"... " 

... 

Patrick was thinking about how to punish Constance and the butler suddenly came in, "Young Master, 

someone from the Research Institute is here." 

Patrick's eyes flashed with a dark light. 

At the entrance of the Turner family, the researchers knew why they were there. "Let them in," he said 

with a smile devoid of warmth. 

Soon after, Henry and several high-level researchers from the institute walked in with him. 

swept over the hall, relieved to see only Patrick, without Oscar's presence. After all, no one wants to 

deal with a commander who is hard to 

looked at Patrick solemnly and said, "Mr. Turner, I won't beat around the bush. As long as you can get 

Miss Turner out of jail, the institute can unconditionally agree to one request from 

a last resort after realizing that it was hopeless to ask Selena 

"You didn't have that expression when you caught 

Henry's face darkened at the reminder. 

had known that sending Selena to jail would lead to such severe consequences, they would never have 

chosen to side with Constance. But what's done is done, and regret won't 

was evident in their efforts to protect Selena. If she didn't get out of jail tonight, 717's geniuses and 

lunatics would storm the H country institute tomorrow 

have no shame left to save by 

a deep breath and said, "Mr. Turner, you and I both know that Miss Turner doesn't want to come out of 

jail because she wants to use this as leverage to help the Turner family get something. We agreed to 

your 

sneered, "Mr. Matthews, you're thinking too much. The Turner family won't use Selena to seek 

words, Selena's reluctance to come out had no ulterior motives. She just wanted to mess with 

it were a matter of benefit, Patrick would have brought her back without 

Henry and the others who followed him to the Turner family turned ugly at this point. 



They hoped that the Turner family would at least be more flexible and give them room for negotiation. 

Looking at the Turner family, who were unyielding, the researchers felt exhausted. 

Henry looked at Patrick and said, "Mr. Turner, the Turner family should at least show some respect to 

Diego as he is about to return to the country. Are you really not going to give him any consideration?" 

Patrick was amused, "Mr. Matthews, are you forgetful? Who was the one who framed Selena?" 

Henry was taken aback, and then his face turned incredibly stiff. The others behind him also had dark 

faces and couldn't help but hate Constance for her audacity and wickedness, which had led the 

researchers to offend Selena to this extent. 

Patrick saw the group and said coldly, "Tom, send them off!" 

The group from the research institute left with their heads down after failing to negotiate. 

After they left, Patrick looked up at the darkening sky and frowned. 

The butler stood worriedly, saying, "Young master, let's go and pick up Miss Selena. The prison 

environment is so poor, she won't be able to eat or sleep well." 

For the Turner family, their own daughter was more important than being angry with others. 

the Turner family was not happy, they had to admit one fact. The man from the Anderson family had 

really taken great care of 

health had not been good according to her medical reports, but after six months of care, it had 

time, there could be no more 

thought to himself and said to the butler, "Get the car ready, we're going to pick up 

Patrick was about to leave, he suddenly saw Fraser walking in with Oscar in a wheelchair. Patrick 

greeted him, 

deep gaze fell on his son's face, "She won't come out 

Patrick's expression changed, "Why not?" 

difficult for anyone who really cared about Selena to let her spend the night 

did not answer his son's question, but instructed Fraser, "Things have gotten too big, so keep an eye on 

her for the next few 

with the protection of Zone Two, it could not guarantee that the environment Selena was in was 

absolutely 

they had to guard against not only foreign assassinations, but also 

Fraser nodded and left. 

Chapter 1218 Apologize to Selena! 



Patrick watched as Oscar pushed his wheelchair and turned away, unable to suppress the question in his 

heart anymore, "Father, do you... not like Selena?" 

Although Oscar never showed any actions against Selena, Patrick still keenly perceived the strange gap 

between his father and his cousin. 

In theory, Selena was Callum's daughter and Oscar's own niece. According to the Turner family's doting 

on their daughters, Oscar could not dislike her. 

Moreover, Selena was so well-behaved and beautiful that except for those who had evil intentions, few 

people would dislike her. 

Although Oscar didn't deliberately target her, he didn't show much affection towards Selena either. 

There was no special emotion on Oscar's face as he looked at Patrick and asked, "Do you really like her?" 

Patrick nodded without hesitation, "Yes, Father, you don't know what Selena has done for the Turner 

family." 

"With her abilities, she could have avoided these grievances and humiliations, but she still endured 

them several times in order for the Turner family to return to the research institute." 

"She cured the virus on my body, sincerely for the good of the Turner family." 

"Why are you... so cold to her?" 

Even when asked directly like this, there was still no extra emotion in Oscar's eyes. He said calmly, "Have 

you ever thought about why she is so good to the Turner family?" 

Patrick was taken aback. 

Selena was a member of the Turner family. It was only natural that she should be good to them, right? 

a question popped up in his 

didn't grow up in the Turner family since childhood. Instead, she suffered because of the Turner 

the moment she returned to the capital, she had no resentment towards the Turner family, and instead 

worked hard and obediently, making people feel sorry 

his doubts and said firmly, "Selena is the daughter of Callum and Lady Nevaeh. She is kind-hearted by 

nature and naturally good to her 

Oscar looked into his son's eyes. 

and son stared at each 

a long time, Oscar was the first to look away, turning his wheelchair and heading upstairs. He said in a 

low voice, "I don't dislike 

"But you..." 

coughed lightly, "There are many things that you don't need to know 



don't want to know why you are not good to Selena, I just know that she has suffered a lot but still 

treats the Turner family 

paused, and the wheelchair also stopped in place. He lowered his eyelashes, concealing the emotions in 

his eyes. After a long time, he said in a low voice, 

speaking, Oscar returned to 

the door close in front of him, and his expression seemed to freeze 

watched the father and son play dumb riddles until this moment, then spoke up and advised, "Young 

master, I know you care about Miss Selena, but your father must have his 

"If he really doesn't like someone, he will never tolerate that person staying in the Turner family." 

Patrick took a deep breath and suppressed his anger. 

He knew he shouldn't have talked about that. 

Although Oscar was indifferent to Selena, he didn't ignore her. 

When the news of Selena's arrest came, he went to Zone Two to take her out for the first time. 

As an elder of the Turner family, he had done enough. 

But Oscar was his father, and Selena was his cousin. Patrick couldn't help but feel something between 

Oscar and Selena that seemed to be separated by a layer. 

After all, the blood relatives of the Turner family were really too few. 

Seeing Patrick's frown, the butler advised again, "Maybe everything will be better when the second 

young master comes back." 

Patrick was stunned for a moment, and after a while, he reacted to the butler's words. 

The second young master mentioned by the butler was Callum. 

Yes. 

Selena was Callum's only daughter. How could that man not love his own daughter? 

feel the care of her elders from Oscar, but she would definitely get it from her 

this, Patrick relaxed again and said to the butler, "The prison environment is not good. Tell the kitchen 

to prepare. We'll go and bring Miss Selena 

"Okay." 

... 

in his wheelchair and watched the scene of Patrick driving away from the 

had a preliminary judgment on the identity of the girl who was resurrected in his niece's body using the 

"Light 



she was really the person he thought 

eyes turned extremely black in 

... 

In the prison. 

Selena seemed to have made up her mind to stay in there overnight, the research institute team 

became 

that if Selena didn't come out of the prison tonight, the group of world-class scientists in the 717 would 

definitely not give up 

institute went so far as to drop their status to beg the Turner family, but still didn't achieve 

hopeless situation, someone suggested personally pressuring Constance to apologize to 

Chapter 1219 Apology! 

Constance's expression suddenly changed, "Why should I apologize to Selena?" 

Henry looked at her unpleasant face, "Your assistant did this, and it was for you. Shouldn't you apologize 

to Miss Turner?" 

Constance trembled with anger, "Mr. Matthews, you said it yourself. It was my assistant's doing, not 

mine. Why should I apologize to Selena when I had no idea about it?" 

She absolutely refused to apologize to Selena! 

Henry looked at Constance's defiant expression, a hint of sarcasm in his eyes. "Constance, don't treat us 

as fools. You caused a lot of trouble for the institute, and we didn't hold you responsible for it. We did it 

out of respect for Diego. Don't push it too far!" 

Constance's heart trembled, not knowing if it was due to guilt or anger. Her face suddenly turned red, "I 

said this has nothing to do with me-" 

"Enough!" Henry interrupted her impatiently. "Miss Baxter, do you really want to wait until tomorrow 

morning when 717 and their people fly to Capital to settle the score with the institute? Can't you see the 

reality?" 

Constance's expression changed completely. 

From Bruno's behavior of publicly scolding her on Weibo, even a well-mannered scientist like him, it was 

apparent how angry he was. If she waited until Bruno and his team arrived in Capital, her situation 

would only be more embarrassing and difficult than it is now! 

Constance suppressed her reluctance, took a deep breath, and forced herself to compose herself. "I 

understand. I will personally apologize to Miss Turner!" 

She almost gritted her teeth while saying the last sentence. 

"In that case, we should leave now. There's no time to 



was about to refuse but saw that Henry had turned around. "If it's too late. 717 might have already left 

for the 

Constance choked up, reluctantly followed them. 

… 

In the prison. 

arrived and ran into 

Lauren was having dinner with Selena, the two beautiful and elegant women were chatting and 

laughing, dispelling some of the darkness and depression in the 

felt relieved when he saw that Selena was in good spirits 

walked in and asked in a gentle voice, "Selena, do you want to go home 

Oscar said that Selena wouldn't leave here tonight, Patrick still wanted to take Selena out as much 

smiled slightly and said, "If I left so easily, wouldn't they have no scruples the next time they want to 

The group of people in Zone Two who were protecting her at the door remained silent. After all, with 

the trouble caused by the last capture, who would dare to catch her next time? 

Patrick confirmed that the girl seemed to just want to vent her anger and chuckled, "When you feel 

happy again, you can go out." Although the environment in prison is not good, the girl's mood is the 

most important. 

Selena was about to say something when footsteps came from outside the door again. 

Selena seemed to think of something and a smirk appeared on her lips, without looking up. 

It was Patrick and Lady Lauren who raised their heads to look at the group from the research institute 

who had come again, followed by Constance. 

Constance was embarrassed when she met Lady Lauren here, thinking of what Lady Lauren had said to 

her before. She reluctantly suppressed her grievances and walked up to Selena, bending down and 

saying softly, "I'm sorry, Miss Turner. I was wrong about this matter. My assistant shouldn't have lost her 

mind and framed you. I shouldn't have accused you without understanding the truth. Please forgive 

me." To save her own image, Constance's attitude and tone were both very humble. 

Selena gracefully put down the spoon, took the handkerchief Leia handed her, wiped her hands, and 

then looked at Constance. She smiled and asked, "Miss Baxter, is the halo of genius from 717 useful?" 

Constance's face twitched violently. 

Selena's tone was cold, "Unfortunately, from today onwards, you will completely lose this honor. In 

addition, I will teach you a lesson. Neither Lab 717 nor the owner of Sacred Pearl will ever stand up for 

people with bad intentions and poor abilities like you, who will only bring shame to 717. Therefore, I 

declare that from now on, no matter who pleads for you, 717 will never accept your existence again." 

Constance suddenly raised her head and glared at Selena. 



Although she had been expelled from 717, she had planned to go to Dante and Osvaldo to help her 

return to 717. She didn't expect Selena to say such things. 

Who did Selena think she was? 

dares to say such words besides the owner of the Sacred 

her fists, "Miss Turner, even if you are a graduate of Lab 717, it doesn't mean that you have the final say 

sneered, a hint of fearlessness in her eyes, "Let me tell you, you are indeed impressive, but it's not that 

difficult for me to return to 

at her casually, "Let's wait 

was unwilling to give up and was about to argue when Henry, who was standing behind her, suddenly 

coughed 

Constance's face froze. 

remembered that she was here to apologize to 

was sitting beside her, watching 

suppressed her resentment, reluctantly restored her composure, and said in a low voice, "Miss Turner, 

my assistant has been arrested, and she will pay for her 

came here to sincerely apologize 

getting old, and traveling long distances is not good for their health. Please understand that they were 

angry with 

Chapter 1220 He's Back 

"It's like a moral kidnapping of Selena, forcing her to be released from prison so that they can escape 

punishment." 

"Is this your attitude for apologizing to someone?!" 

Constance was caught by Lady Lauren, and her face suddenly turned pale. 

Henry and others looked at Constance with disappointment. 

Miss Baxter, who usually looked upright and excellent, had such a small mindset. The situation was 

urgent, yet she still followed her own temper and couldn't see the situation clearly, which was truly 

disappointing. 

Lady Lauren looked at Constance indifferently, "You have lost the aura of Lab 717. You cannot even 

maintain the conduct of a noble lady. It is really a waste of the guidance and cultivation by Diego." 

Constance's face changed, and she finally realized her mistake. 

She lowered her head and said softly, "Madam, I was wrong. I sincerely came to apologize to Lady 

Selena." 



After speaking, she deeply bowed to Selena, "I'm sorry, Lady Selena, I should not have used a bad tone." 

Selena was too lazy to watch Constance's acting and said to Leia, "I'm tired and want to rest. Please 

leave, everyone." 

This was the second time Selena had expelled everyone. 

Henry and others knew that saying more would not change anything, so they had to give up persuading 

her. 

Constance was unwilling, but she had completely realized the situation. She knew that angering Selena 

at this moment would not do her any good. 

Under the watchful eye of Lady Lauren, Constance dared not make any unnecessary moves and could 

only leave with the research institute's group in frustration. 

group from the research institute left, Lady Lauren also 

Patrick was the last to leave. 

Leia and Fraser, who were guarding outside the door, to take care of Selena before 

Selena said to him, "Tell my uncle that nothing will 

eyes flashed, "I understand, you rest 

everyone left, Leia made the bed, and Selena lay down and actually 

... 

Patrick went back, he went to see Oscar for the 

pushed open the door, Oscar didn't turn around and asked, "How 

"Selena is fine. She also has something to tell 

his wheelchair and 

with a smile, "Selena asked me to tell you that nothing 

faint light flashed in Oscar's eyes, "So be it. I can rest assured 

his father, Patrick turned around and went to 

What he didn't know was that just before he entered the door, Oscar had just hung up the phone from 

Zone One and Zone Six. 

It seemed that Selena had made up her mind not to be released from prison in a short time, and the 

people in Zone Two were anxious and had to call Zone One and Zone Six. After all, it was a matter of 

reputation, and Lorenzo and Sidney personally called Oscar. 

Combining with the sentence that Selena deliberately asked Patrick to bring back... This girl really knows 

how to anticipate things. 



Not only the people in the institute were eager to have Selena released, but also people on Weibo were 

waiting for her release. 

The truth of the matter has been revealed, and everyone knows that Selena was falsely accused. 

As such an outstanding talent, being wrongfully imprisoned is such an injustice. Now that the truth has 

been uncovered, everyone's most pressing concern is when Selena will be released. 

Major media outlets have also been camping out to try and be the first to get an interview with Selena 

upon her release. After all, both Selena herself and 717 are enough to create explosive news! 

Under Selena's Weibo, there is a long line of inquiries. 

[Ahhhh! Has Selena not been released yet?!] 

[The real culprit has been caught, so why hasn't Selena been released? Her hands are so precious. What 

if they get injured in prison?!] 

[It's all that damn Constance's fault! Although she claimed it was done by her assistant, don't treat 

everyone as fools. I don't believe she was really unaware!] 

[We can tell from the way she eagerly beat up Lady Selena that this woman must be lying about not 

knowing anything!] 

[I can't sleep if Selena isn't released. Please release Selena now!!!!] 

Time slowly passed. 

midnight, a plane landed at the capital 

dressed in black with a cold demeanor walked out from 

waiting outside the airport respectfully handed him a car key. He opened the car door, stepped on the 

accelerator, and drove towards the direction of the prison in his black 

dim lights, Selena suddenly woke up from 

looked at the dark ceiling for a while before realizing that she was 

seemed that she didn't sleep well due to the change in environment. Selena let out a sigh and was about 

to sit up when she suddenly heard a slight noise outside 

sound was light and gradually approaching her direction. Selena froze and blinked her eyes, her face 

showing a hint of 

there were people guarding her outside, this was not the Anderson family, nor the Turner family. It was 

possible that someone might take a risk and attack 

was about to call for Leia, but she suddenly heard a familiar sound of 

as Selena was about to call out for help, she 

her head and looked incredulously towards the direction of 



figure gradually emerged from the 

familiar handsome features, the familiar enigmatic 

widened suddenly, overflowing with a hint of surprise, but more 

 


